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Abstract—The performance of current multicore CPUs and
GPUs is limited in computations making frequent use of com-
munication/synchronization between the subtasks executed in
parallel. This is because the directory-based cache systems scale
weakly and/or the cost of synchronization is high. The Emulated
Shared Memory (ESM) architectures relying on multithreading
and efficient synchronization mechanisms have been developed
to solve these problems affecting both performance and pro-
grammability of current machines. In this paper, we compare
preliminarily the performance of three hardware implemented
ESM architectures with state-of-the-art multicore CPUs and
GPUs. The benchmarks are selected to cover different patterns
of parallel computation and therefore reveal the performance
potential of ESM architectures with respect to current multicores.

I. INTRODUCTION

To keep up with the never decreasing demand of more com-
putation power both researchers and hardware manufacturers
have turned to parallel computing [1]. One reason is that higher
clock frequencies is a dead end with current technology due
to power and heat constraints. For example high-end personal
computers had already in 2003 clock frequencies up to 4GHz,
today, ten years later they are about the same [2]. Still the
current technology evolves so that more transistors, and hence
more logic, can be built on a single chip, following Moore’s
law [2]. This has lead to the multicore trend that we face today
– processor chips contain multiple processor cores that execute
computational threads in parallel. Another approach used for
speeding up sequential programs is to exploit instruction
level parallelism (ILP) by executing multiple instructions in
multiple functional units. Unfortunately, the amount of easily
extractable ILP is limited in most applications. As the step
towards exploiting massive thread-level parallelism (TLP) in
applications now must be taken, the trade-off between ILP and
TLP must be balanced cost-effectively.

It is claimed [3], [2] that current CPUs are inefficient
in certain types of parallel functionalities making use of
frequent inter-thread communication/synchronization and that
so-called Emulated Shared Memory (ESM) architectures would
solve these problems. ESMs use multithreading to hide the
latency of the shared memory subsystem instead of caches
and provide highly cost-efficient synchronization mechanisms.
The motivation for shared memory emulation comes from the
theoretical Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model

[4] that helps a programmer to focus on the essence of parallel
computation without having to worry about data locality and
various architecture/implementation-dependent properties of
the machine, see [4] for more information about ESM. We
show that an advanced ESM architecture, REPLICA, performs
very well compared to the Intel CPU and Nvidia GPUs, even
though it has not yet been provided with latest performance
enhancement techniques such as SIMD instructions. In several
cases the REPLICA architecture only needs to be clocked at
a few hundred Megahertz to match them.

In this paper, we compare preliminarily the performance of
three hardware implemented ESM architectures with a state-of-
the-art CPU and GPU. The benchmarks are selected to cover
different patterns of parallel computation. For the CPU and
GPU we used fast library implementations of the benchmark
functionalities while most of ESM the implementations were
written by us and therefore potentially less optimized, see
Table III.

Some related work includes [5] and [6]for SB-PRAM, [7]
where XMT is compared to GPUs, and [8] compares GPUs
and CPUs. Vuduc et al. in [9] also compares CPUs to GPUs
for problems that are irregular, and states that a GPU is in
this case roughly comparable to one or two CPUs (including
the on-chip cores). [10] investigates CPU programming using
OpenCL.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows; in
section II we give a brief overview of the hardware architec-
tures we compare, in section III we go through the selected
benchmarks and setup we use and discuss the experimental
results, and finally in section IV we state some conclusions.

II. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES

In order to figure out the performance potential of ESM
architectures with respect to current CPUs and GPUs, we se-
lected five different architectures for comparison – REPLICA
(ESM), SB-PRAM (ESM), XMT (asynchronous ESM), Intel
Xeon X5660 CPU, and Nvidia Tesla M2050 GPU.

A. REPLICA

REPLICA is a family of configurable emulated shared
memory machines (CESM) developed by VTT Oulu, Fin-
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land [3]. It is a chip multiprocessor (CMP) with massively
hardware-multithreaded very long instruction word (VLIW)
cores with chained functional units [11].

The chained functional units make it possible to use the
result of one VLIW-subinstruction as an input to another in
the same step. This allows dependencies between the subin-
structions and use of explicit forwarding, and reduces pressure
on general purpose registers.

Different configurations of the CMP have different numbers
of processor cores, arithmetical logical units (ALUs), and
memory units (MUs). The cores are interconnected to shared
memory modules via a 2D multimesh network. In this paper
we use a fixed number of ALUs and MUs.

REPLICA is based on the Concurrent Read Concurrent
Write (CRCW) PRAM model; it defines an easy-to-use syn-
chronous and deterministic model of programming capable of
concurrent memory access and strict memory consistency [4].
The parallelism is homogeneous and explicit. REPLICA also
has support for multiprefix operations [12]. If several threads
in a group execute a multiprefix operation they all contribute
to calculating the result together in parallel.

REPLICA can be switched at runtime to run in NUMA
mode [13]. This can be useful for legacy programs or programs
with low thread-level parallelism, however we will not evaluate
it in this paper.

B. SB-PRAM

SB-PRAM was a research project to implement the PRAM
model in hardware during the nineties [4]. The last hardware
prototype [5] had 64 processors with 2048 hardware threads
in total and 4GB of shared memory, following the multiple
instruction multiple data (MIMD) paradigm and had uniform
memory access time for all processors. The processors are
connected to the memory modules using a butterfly network.
The processors have an extended Berkeley-RISC instruction
set. The routers in the butterfly network support concurrent
reads and writes and also parallel prefix operations.

The processor was clocked at 8MHz which is a modest
frequency in today’s perspective. Still it would be possible to
have a higher clock frequency if a higher number of threads
was used to hide memory latency, this compensates for the
relative gap between memory and processor speed [14].

C. XMT

XMT (eXplicit Multi Threading) architecture has some
similarities with both REPLICA and SB-PRAM since it is also
inspired from the PRAM model and will be implemented in
hardware, at the moment there exists a FPGA based prototype
[2]. The XMT can be seen as master-slave architecture, with
a larger core called master thread control unit (MTCU) and
several smaller thread control units (TCUs). The MTCU runs
in serial and can spawn threads that will be executed on
the TCUs [15]. The TCUs are divided into different physical
clusters; from our perspective we see a cluster as processor
or core that has several hardware threads. Each cluster has
a shared set of functional units and a single port to shared
memory. This implies that each thread can only run at speed

c/t where c is the global clock frequency and t the number of
threads per cluster.

The clusters are connected via a high-bandwidth low-
latency network that is globally asynchronous locally syn-
chronous [2]. Inter-thread communication between clusters is
asynchronous and therefore does not realize the PRAM model.

The programmer can spawn more software threads than
there are hardware threads, leading to both an elegant program-
ming style and less overhead than if the application software
had to explicitly make use of the fixed number of hardware
threads. Unfortunately, this happens with the cost of syn-
chronicity, making programs of using frequent synchronization
expensive to execute.

D. Intel Xeon CPU

Xeon X5660 is a 2.8 GHz commercially off-the-shelf
available Intel CPU with 6 dual-threaded cores with SIMD
units. It has three levels of cache; 32 kB data cache, 256 kB
mid-level cache per core and 12 MB last-level cache shared
between the cores [16].

E. NVidia Tesla GPGPU

Tesla M2050 is a 575 MHz commercially off-the-shelf
available NVidia GPU with 14 streaming multiprocessors,
with totally 448 CUDA cores and 3 GB memory in total.
Each streaming multiprocessor can handle up to 1536 resi-
dent threads, i.e., the maximal number of resident threads is
14×1536=21504. GPUs can profit from multithreading to hide
memory latency. However, we do not consider it in this paper;
instead we refer to [17].

III. EVALUATION

We evaluated the performance of the architectures of Sec-
tion II by measuring the execution time of four benchmarks
representing different types of parallel computing patterns (see
Table I) on seven configurations of the architectures (see Table
II). We motivate our selection of benchmarks as follows: three
of the benchmarks that we use, namely matrix matrix multiply,
sparse matrix multiply and breadth first search, belong to
the well-known Berkeley dwarfs [18]. Moreover, we have
two irregular memory access algorithms; sparse matrix vector
multiply and breadth first search, which would suit ESM well.
On the other hand, prefix sum and matrix matrix multiply are
regular memory access algorithms and therefore suit cache
based systems better. The control flows of sparse matrix vector
multiply and breadth first search are input dependent, which
is not the case for prefix sum and matrix matrix multiply.

A. Setup

REPLICA benchmarks were written in the baseline
REPLICA language [19], compiled in our LLVM 3.0 based
REPLICA compiler capable of generating and optimizing
target code for the different hardware configurations [11] and
executed in an in-house developed cycle-accurate simulator
modeling processors, interconnect and on-chip memories.

For SB-PRAM we used the Fork95 compiler (fcc version
2.0) and SB-PRAM simulator pramsim 2.0 assuming an ideal
memory system.
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Benchmark Description Mem. access Control flow input dependent Berkeley dwarfs [18]
prefix sum Prefix sums of an array. regular No No
matmul Product of two matrices. regular No Yes
smatvec Product of a sparse matrix and a vector. irregular Yes Yes
breadth first Breach first search from a graph. irregular Yes Yes

TABLE I: List of benchmarks

Configuration #Cores #Thrds #FUs Model
REPLICA-4 4 2048 10 ESM
REPLICA-16 16 8192 10 ESM
REPLICA-64 64 32768 10 ESM
SB-PRAM 64 2048 4 ESM
XMT 64 1024 4 AESM
Xeon CPU 6 6 SMP
TESLA GPU 448 21504 Hybrid

TABLE II: List of architectures tested. FUs stands for Func-
tional Units.

For XMT we used the cycle-accurate XMT Simulator
version 0.82.112 with 1024 TCUs and 64 clusters modeling
the processors, interconnect and on-chip caches, and the xmtcc
0.82.0 compiler with O2 optimizations.

All tests for Intel Xeon X5660 were done using De-
bian squeeze with Linux kernel 2.6.32-5-amd64 (x86 64) and
gcc version 4.4.5 with O2 optimizations with hyperthreading
switched off. For the matrix matrix multiplication we used
the highly optimized parallel library OpenBLAS stable release
version 0.2.8 [20].

The tests for Tesla were done on ARCH Linux with Linux
kernel 3.10.10-1-ARCH (x86 64) using nvcc Cuda compila-
tion tools, release 5.0, V0.2.1221 [21]. For the prefix sum
benchmark we used Thrust::inclusive_scan and for
the matrix matrix multiplication we used the highly optimized
CuBLAS library that comes with CUDA 5.0 Toolkit [21].

In Table III we show the benchmark implementations we
used for Intel Xeon, Nvidia Tesla, XMT, SB-PRAM and
REPLICA. Note that we used library implementations for all
of the Berkeley Dwarfs listed in Table I for Intel Xeon and
Nvidia Tesla.

B. Results

For breadth first search we used graphs from the Rodinia
benchmark suite 2.4 [26]. For CPU and GPU implementations
we used the target specific BFS algorithms provided by the
Rodinia benchmark suite 2.4 [26]. Among our benchmarks
BFS on graphs are the most irregular problems with respect
to memory accesses.

Figure 1 shows selected performance results normalized as
processed elements per execution time in clock cycles (and
normalized to performance of Xeon for sparse matrix vector
multiply since the number of elements is not meaningfully de-
fined for sparse matrices), assuming the same clock frequency

Name #Nodes #Edges
graph4096.txt 4096 24576
graph65536.txt 65536 393216
graph1MW 6.txt 1000000 5999970

TABLE IV: Graphs from the Rodinia benchmark suite [26]
used in our BFS benchmarking

Name #Cols/Rows #non-zeros
Internet 124651 207214
Lugn2 109460 492564
ASIC 680ks 682712 2329176
t2em 921632 4590832

TABLE V: Sparse matrices used from The University of
Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [27].

for CPU and ESMs and 4.8 times lower frequency for GPU1.
From these results we can make the following observations:

The highest performance was obtained from the REPLICA-
64 and XMT architectures except in matrix matrix multiply
where the Tesla GPU achieved the best performance if data
transportation time to GPU and back to CPU was not taken
into account. The second best was the Xeon CPU for smaller
matrices and REPLICA-64 for larger matrices. The lowest
performance was provided by Tesla with data copying. The
main reason for lower than expected ESM performance in
this benchmark is that, while Xeon and Tesla are using highly
assembler optimized library algorithms, ESMs use the standard
triple-nested loop algorithm and no hand optimization. There
exist faster algorithms also for ESM but due to the high amount
of work we did not try to include them in this preliminary
study. Due to the relatively high degree of parallelism, the
GPU, which has the highest number of cores by a large margin,
provides the best performance.

As expected, among the 64-core ESMs, REPLICA and
XMT provide better performance than SB-PRAM in all tests.
This is because SB-PRAM has a less optimized hardware
architecture and less aggressively optimizing compiler than
REPLICA and XMT. XMT outperformed REPLICA only in
cases where the amount of TLP is limited in breadth first search
and sparse matrix vector multiply. This is because REPLICA
needs more threads to hide the latency of the interconnect and
XMT has clever load balancing between the computational
tasks. Unfortunately the former means that the silicon imple-

1This factor comes fromt the difference in clock speed between the Xeon
CPU and Tesla GPU.
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Benchmark Intel Xeon Nvidia Tesla XMT SB-PRAM REPLICA
prefix sum - Thrust::inclusive_scan [21] From [22] - -
matmul OpenBLAS [20] CuBLAS [21] Based on [23] - -
smatvec Sparse Library (SL) [24] CUSP [25] Based on [23] - -
breadth first search Rodinia [26] Rodinia [26] - - -

TABLE III: Implementations used for the different architectures. - means that we implemented it ourselves for this study.
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(a) Prefix sum (b) Matrix matrix multiply (c) Breadth-first-search

(d) Sparse-matrix vector multiply

Fig. 1: (a)-(c) Performance as elements per execution time in
clock cycles for prefix sum, matrix matrix multiply and breadth
first search. (d) Normalized performance for sparse matrix vec-
tor multiply (Xeon=1.0) since the number of elements is not
well defined for sparse matrices. TESLA-K refers to kernel-
only execution while TESLA-T includes also CPU-GPU data
transportation.

mentation of XMT would have lower clock rate although they
are assumed to be the same in this study. Xeon CPU with
only a fraction of cores of Tesla had higher performance in
small prefix sum and breadth-first-search benchmarks if the
plain kernel execution time is taken into account and in most
benchmarks if the data transportation time to GPU and back
is included.

We also considered the necessary clock rate of REPLICA
architectures to match the performance of CPU and GPU (see
Figure 2). From these results we can make the following
observations:

The trend for prefix sum is that the larger problem sizes
we have, the lower clock frequency is needed by REPLICA
to match CPU and GPU, from 3.52GHz down to less than a
MHz.

Matrix-matrix multiply needs around 6 GHz for a 16-core
REPLICA to match the CPU for the largest problem size, and
up to 22GHz to match the GPU if transfer time to the GPU is
not considered. The overall lowest frequency needed to match
the CPU for matrix-matrix multiply is 1.6GHz.

For sparse matrix-vector multiply, the needed clock fre-
quencies range between 35MHz to 2.3GHz to match CPU and
GPU.

For BFS the lowest clock frequency needed was 27MHz
to match the Xeon CPU, using a 64-core REPLICA for the
largest graph. On the smallest graph the four core REPLICA
gave the worst result; 1.3GHz to match Xeon CPU.

In the case of matrix-matrix multiply we only show the
comparison against the Xeon CPU in Figure 2. The reason
is that if we consider the data transfer time to the GPU the
needed REPLICA clock frequency is just a few Megahertz,
while it is up to hundred GHz without transfer time.

In Figure 3 we show the speedups that we get if we clock
the REPLICA at 2.0 GHz; for all benchmarks except matrix-
matrix multiply we get a speedup for the different REPLICA
versions. It ranges from 0.86x up to 102x. The lowest speedup
(slowdown) among these three benchmarks was for sparse-
matrix-vector multiply in the case of the smallest matrix
(internet) when we compare the REPLICA four-core version
to the Xeon CPU (which has 6 cores and is clocked higher).

Finally we compared REPLICA to an otherwise similar
system but having an ideal shared memory (so-called PRAM
configuration). The slowdown for REPLICA was less than
1% for prefix sums calculation. This consideration could not
be done for the other ESM architectures since XMT does
not define the PRAM model and the SB-PRAM results were
already PRAM conformant since the simulator did not model
the interconnection network2.

REPLICA has a scalable multi-mesh network and has been
estimated to be clockable at least at 2 GHz with an old 65 nm
technology. Estimating the maximum clock frequency, needed
silicon space and resulting power consumption of ESMs with
current technology is beyond the scope of this paper.

2Note that [5] reported a similar slowdown of 1-2% measured on the SB-
PRAM prototype compared to the pramsim simulated execution times.
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Fig. 2: Clock frequencies needed for REPLICA CMPs to match the performance of Xeon CPU and Tesla GPU. Note that Figure
a) Prefix Sum has a logarithmic scale on the Y-axis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have done a preliminary quantitative comparison of
ESM architectures against off-the-shelf CPUs and GPUs by
benchmarking. It is commonly known that some types of al-
gorithms, based on their data access scheme, suit some type of
architectures better than others. Here we have chosen different
benchmarks with large variation to actually avoid biasing some
architecture. Some of our tests use both data and benchmarks
that are well known, also some of our implementations for the
commercially available architectures are written so they make
use of state-of-the-art vendor provided libraries.

Assuming that the ESM architectures execute at the same
clock rate as the CPU (4.8 times faster than the GPU), the
fastest ESM architectures (REPLICA and XMT) perform way
better than both CPU and GPU except in matrix multiplication
where the latter use asymptotically faster and more optimized
algorithms. At the same time also most programs for ESM
machines were significantly simpler and shorter than those of
CPU and GPU. In Listing 1 we give an example of the sparse
matrix vector multiply kernel implemented for REPLICA that
we used in the benchmark.

The best performance was obtained by REPLICA except
with some small-size breadth first searches and sparse matrix
vector multiplication by XMT and with all problem sizes by

Listing 1: Sparse matrix vector multiply kernel for REPLICA.
Note that variable names that ends with are shared. The
matrix is compressed using Compressed Sparse Row (CSR)
format.
c o u n t e r = n u m b e r o f t h r e a d s ;
r = t h r e a d i d ;
whi le ( r<ROWS)
{

sum = 0 ;
r o w S t a r t = r o w p t r [ r ] ;
rowEnd = r o w p t r [ r + 1 ] ;
f o r ( c= r o w S t a r t ; c<rowEnd ; ++c )
{

sum += v a l [ c ] ∗ x [ c o l i n d [ c ] ] ;
}
y [ r ] = sum ;
a p r e f i x ( r ,ADD,& c o u n t e r , 1 ) ;

}
s y n c h r o n i z e ;
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Fig. 3: Speedup for REPLICA CMPs clocked at 2.0 GHz compared to Xeon CPU and Tesla GPU. Note that Figures a), c) and
d) have a logarithmic scale on the Y-axis.

Tesla GPU in matrix matrix multiplication.

This paper also reveals some potential weaknesses of
the ESM architectures, including the modest architectural
implementation of SB-PRAM, limited performance of XMT
with large data sets, and problems of REPLICA with low-
parallelism and dynamic load balancing cases. The latter ones
could be potentially solved by using the NUMA mode [13]
combining multiples threads to single a NUMA thread for each
processor but we did not test it in this study.
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